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Transfer Center
1) Our current Transfer Center is really just an extension of the Counseling waiting
area. It is not a defined space nor is it an inviting or comfortable space for
students to drop in.
2) We now have grant-funded staff (A2B, ESO) with transfer goals. We can better
utilize staff time if they spend some hours in the Transfer Center helping students
on a drop in basis. For example, staff can assist students on how to use transfer
websites, researching majors, beginning their UC transfer planner, researching
scholarships etc.
3) A highly visible, attractive Transfer Center will communicate to students, the
college's commitment to the transfer process.
4) A comfortable drop-in space will facilitate peer support and activities such as
Transfer Club, Peer Transfer Helpers, etc.
5) Faculty can feel comfortable bringing classes into the Center for research related
to classroom topics; faculty can also use the Center to research their own topics of
interest.
6) It would be nice to have a Center that could accommodate more students. We
also need more staffing to accommodate those students. It would be great to have
the floor plan for the CETL; to me and few other people who looked at the space,
it looks to be small after adding 2 to 3 offices in to the CEITL.
7) I liked to hear from students and what they think of it. This is all for them not for
me or the Transfer Center.
8) As discussed at the SSPC, we also need to think about the relocation of
CIETL and the kitchen, if we decide to move forward with the Transfer Center
relocation.
Soraya Sohrabi & Gloria Darafshi
Art Gallery
Hi,
I just got this email last Friday, and I don’t see times or locations for the solicited
feedback on the relocation project. So, I’ll give my feedback here, if I may.
As a teacher in the Digital Art & Animation group, and as a someone who has had his
work displayed in the Art Gallery, I am concerned at the prospect of kicking out the Art
Gallery without due consideration given for where the gallery will be newly situated. You
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don’t suggest where it might be relocated in the email, but from what I understand, the
suggested space — the old Career Center’s room — is inadequate to an art gallery’s
needs. You need lots of wall space and track lighting, which the career center’s current
space lacks. Unless the new space for the gallery is well suited to being a gallery and
funded to make it into a workable space, I don’t believe it to be a reasonable action to
move it from its current location.
While the Career Center is an important student resource, so is the Art Gallery! When I
was earning my AA in Art at Long Beach City College, I worked in the gallery for a fulltime curator employed by the college. It was an important part of my education to see the
shows and be part of the process of installing the exhibitions. It was a fundamental part of
what led me to a successful 30+ year career as a visual designer and my current career as
an educator in the fields of art and design. Art is an essential part of a rich cultural life,
and art galleries support student’s cultural needs. Those needs should be on an equal
standing with all other aspects of academic life.
Sincerely,
James Khazar
Adjunct Faculty
Digital Art & Animation
Cañada Community College
Career Center
As I have discussed with Kim, overall I’m ok with relocating, if the space can be made to
work. As it stands, the location I’m at now is larger than the Art Gallery space. Once an
office is put in, the space will be even smaller. A way to fix this would be to relocate the
Kitchen to the current break room in building 9 first floor. The space could then function
as an office leaving the current Gallery space available to use for the Career Center. Also,
like my current location, the Gallery does not accommodate any growth potential for
extra staff that is needed as we pursue internship integration with CTE and other degrees.
It may be wise to bring in an architect before a decision is made to do some “What If”
space utilization plans and cost analysis to see if what is wanted, is feasible and the right
thing to do for students.
Pros
Possibly more visible to students; ability to
have signage to direct students far greater.
Easier for Counseling and SparkPoint
students to be escorted to the Center and
not hope they will walk across campus to
find us. (many don’t)
Current Career Center location would offer
better visibility for the Art in the Gallery if

Cons
Space is smaller than current location;
relocation of kitchen will help this.
No additional space for growth (staff);
problem exists in current location too.
Loss of easy access to host events at The
Grove
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we were to switch. (My Opinion)
Most colleges have a Career/Transfer
Center that is one area, or close to each
other which makes it convenient for
students.
Bob Haick
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